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Abstract. Cyclic scheduling problems concerning multimodal processes are
usually observed in FMSs producing multi-type parts where the Automated
Guided Vehicles System (AGVS) plays a role of a material handling system.
Schedulability analysis of concurrently flowing cyclic processes (SCCP) executed in these kinds of systems can be considered using a declarative modeling
framework. Proposed representation provides a unified way for performance
evaluation of local cyclic as well as supported by them multimodal processes.
The main question regards of reachability of a SCCP cyclic behavior. In this
context, the sufficient conditions guarantee the reachability of both local and
multimodal processes cyclic steady state spaces are discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

A cyclic schedule [1], [5] is one in which the same sequence of states is repeated over
and over again. In everyday practice, cyclic scheduling arises in different application
domains such as manufacturing, time-sharing of processors in embedded systems, and
in compilers for scheduling loop operations for parallel or pipelined architectures as
well as service domains covering such areas as workforce scheduling (e.g., shift
scheduling, crew scheduling), timetabling (e.g., train timetabling, aircraft routing and
scheduling), and reservations (e.g., reservations with or without slack,) [2], [7], [8].
In this paper, such cyclic scheduling problem considered follow from Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) [3] and employed by them Automated Guided Vehicle
(AGV) systems used for material handling. An AGVs provide asynchronous movement pallets of products through a network of guide paths between the workstations.
Such flows following production routes are treated as multimodal processes, i.e. sequences of alternating transportation and machining operations. The problems arising
concerning material transportation routing and scheduling belong to NP-hard ones.
Since the steady state of production flows treated as multimodal processes has periodic character, hence servicing them AGV-served transportation processes (usually
executed along loop-like routes) encompass also cyclic behavior.
Many models and methods have been proposed to solve the cyclic scheduling
problem [6]. Among them, the mathematical programming approach (usually IP and
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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MIP), max-plus algebra [8], constraint logic programming [2], [10] evolutionary algorithms and Petri nets [1] frameworks belong to the most frequently used. A majority
of them are oriented towards finding a minimal cycle or maximal throughput while
assuming deadlock-free processes flow.
In that context, our main contribution is to propose a new declarative modeling
based framework enabled to evaluate the cyclic steady state of a given system of concurrent cyclic processes as well as supported by them multimodal cyclic processes.
The following questions are of main interest: Does the assumed system behavior can
be achieved under the given system’s structure constraints? Does the assumed multimodal processes cyclic steady state is reachable from another one?

2

MULTIMODAL PROCESSES

Let us consider the above mentioned questions on in the context of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) periodically circulating along cyclic routes (see Fig. 1b) that can
be seen as a network of loosely coupled material transportation/handling subsystem
modeled in terms of Systems of Cyclic Concurrent Processes (SCCPs) shown in Fig.
1a.
a)

b)

- the pick-up/delivery points
- the Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV)
- the resource
occupied by the stream
by the priority dispatching rule

and controlled

- the transportation sector (resource)
- the routes of the multimodal processes, respectively:
,

Fig. 1. Illustration of the SCCP composed of four processes a) while modeling AGVs b).

Four local cyclic processes [2] are considered: , , , and two multimodal processes [3] (executed along the parts of local cyclic processes)
,
, respectively.
,
contain two sub-processes
,
representing AGVs
moving along the same route. The AGVs are used to transport workpieces along
transportation routes followed by
,
processes, respectively (Fig 1. b).
2.1 Declarative modeling
The following notations are used [2]:



specifies the route of the local process’s stream
( -th stream of the -th local process ), and its components define the
resources used in course of process operations execution, where:
(the set of resources:
) – denotes the resource used by
the -th stream of -th local process in the -th operation; in the rest of the
paper the -th operation executed on resource
in the stream
will be
denoted by
;
- denotes a length of cyclic process route.
specifies the process operation times, where
denotes
the time of execution of operation
.



specifies the route of
where:
,
,
for
,
,
,
The transportation route
is a sequence of sub-sequences of local cyclic
process routes. For example, a route of the process
(Fig. 1a) is following:
.

is the set of the priority dispatching rules, where
is the sequence components of which determine an
order in which the processes can be executed on the resource ,
.
In that context a SCCP can be defined as a pair [2]:
the

multimodal

process

,

,

(1)

where:
– characterizes the SCCP structure, i.e.
– the set of resources (e.g. the transportation sectors),
– the set of local processes (e.g. AGVs ),
– the set of local process routes (e.g. routes of AGVs ),,
– the set of local process operations times,
– the set of dispatching priority rules.
– characterizes the SCCP behavior, i.e.
– the set of multimodal processes, (workpieces),
– the set of multimodal process routes (transportation routes of materials).
The main question concerns SCCP cyclic behavior and a way this behavior depends on direction of local transportation routes , the priority rules , and a set of
initial states, i.e., an initial allocation of processes to the system resources.
2.2

Cyclic steady states space

Consider the following SCCPs state definition describing both the local and multimodal processes allocation:
,

(2)

where:

– is the state of local processes, corresponding to

,

,

(3)

– the processes allocation in the -th state,
– the -th resource
is occupied by the local stream , and
– the -th resource is unoccupied.
– the sequence of semaphores corresponding to the -th
state,
– means the name of the stream (specified in the -th dispatching
rule , allocated to the -th resource) allowed to occupy the -th resource; for instance
means that at the moment stream
is allowed to occupy the -th
resource.
– the sequence of semaphore indices, corresponding to
the -th state,
determines the position of the semaphore
in the priority dispatching rule ,
,
.
– the sequence of multimodal
processes allocation:
,
– allocation of the process
, i.e.:
where:

,

,

(4)

where:
– is a number of resources ,
,
means, the -th resource
is occupied by the -th multimodal process , and
– the -th resource is released by the -th multimodal process .
The introduced concept of the -th state
is enables to create a space of feasible states [2]. In this kind of space two kinds of behaviors can be considered: a
cyclic steady state and a deadlock state [2].
The set
,
is called a reachability state
space of multimodal processes generated by an initial state
, if the following
condition holds:
(5)
where:

– the next state transition defined in [2],
and
means transitions linking two feasible states

,
.
The set
,
is called a cyclic steady state of
multimodal processes (i.e., the cyclic steady state of a
) with the period
,
. In other words, a cyclic steady state contains such a set of
states in which starting from any distinguished state it is possible to reach the rest of
states and finally reach this distinguished state again
.
The cyclic steady state
specified by the period
of local processes execution is
defined in the similar way. Graphically, the cyclic steady states
and
are described by cyclic and spiral digraphs, respectively. Two cyclic steady states of SCCP

from Fig. 1 a) are presented in Fig. 2. Moreover, since an initial state
either to
or to a deadlock state , i.e.
processes also may reach a deadlock state.

2.3

leads
, multimodal

Problem statement

Consider a SCCP specified (due to (1)) by the given set of resources, dispatching
rules , local , and multimodal processes routes
as well. Usually the main question concerns SCCP periodicity, i.e. Does the cyclic execution of local processes exist? Response to the above question requires answers to more detailed questions, for
instance: What is the admissible initial allocation of processes (i.e. the possible AGVs
dockings)? What are dispatching rules guaranteeing a given SCCP periodicity (in
local/multimodal sense)? The problems stated above have been studied in [2-4], [10].
In that context, a new problem regarding possible switching among cyclic steady
states can be seen as their obvious consequence. Therefore, the newly arising questions are: Is it possible to reschedule cyclic schedules as to “jump” from one cyclic
steady state to another? Is it possible to “jump” directly or indirectly? What are the
control rules allowing one to do it? These kind of questions are of crucial importance
for manufacturing and transportation systems aimed at short-run production shifts
and/or the itinerary planning of passengers (e.g. in a sub-way network).
In terms of introduced notations (
) the above questions boil down to the
following ones:
Does there exist a nonempty space
of local ( ) and multimodal (
) processes cyclic steady states?
Let
Is the state
reachable from
?
2.4

Repetitive processes scheduling

Searching for response to the first of above stated questions, let us note that a possible cyclic steady state of multimodal processes formulated in terms of CSP can be
stated as the following constraints satisfaction problem [2], [3]:
(6)
where:
– the decision variables, where
and
are local and multimodal cycles (periods); ,
- sequences of operations beginning in local, and multimodal processes, respectively,
– domains of
variables
, – constraints determining the relationship among local and multimodal processes, i.e. constraints linking
. The detailed specification of
constraints considered is available in [2], [4].
2.5

Cyclic processes reachability

Cyclic steady states of multimodal
problem (6). Considering
property is hold:

and local
processes are solutions to the
and their
,
the following

Property: The indirect switching between
and
is enabled if two states:
and
possessing a common shared allocation
there exist.
The states ,
should not necessarily belong to
and
. One of them may
belong either to a reachability state space
or to
. For example, if exist two
states
and
, where
and
then replacing at the allocation
the semaphores
and indices
by ,
results in switching from
to
( to ),
and consequently in switching from
to
. That implies the possible indirectly switching between cyclic multimodal processes exist. The cyclic steady states
and
are mutually reachable only if they possess the states sharing the
same allocations . Therefore, the reachability problem (the second of considered
questions) of the cyclic steady states space, e.g. regarding of switching between two
states
and
, is concluded in the question: Does there
exist two states
and
(
and
) sharing the same allocation
of local cyclic processes?

3

Illustrative example

Given the SCCP see Fig. 1. The periods
of the cyclic processes steady states
and
(local processes behaviors) obtained from the
(5) the solution while implemented in OzMozart platform (in less than 1 s due to Intel Core Duo 3.00 GHz,
4.00 GB RAM computer) are equal to
and 11 t.u., respectively. In turn the periods
of the cyclic multimodal processes steady states
and
are equal to 55
and 33 respectively.
The obtained cyclic steady states space is shown in Fig 2. The local states are distinguished by ” ”, while multimodal by ” ”. In case of multimodal processes
the completion time for each route is the same and equals to 30 u.t. (see Fig 3). However, in case of
the completion time for the route
equals to 22 u.t, and
27u.t. for the
(see Fig. 3). That means the longer cycle of the
implies the
longer multimodal processes completion time. So, for a given SCCP the following
question can be stated: Does the steady state
is reachable from
?
Due to the property provided the response is positive, however only if there exist
states
and
possessing a common shared allocation
The
is reachable from
in the local state
sharing the common allocation
with
. The states
and
follow the multimodal states
,
that can be
mutually reachable from each other. Switching from state
to
can be seen as
result of change either of semaphores (from
to
) and/or indices (from
to
). The switching assumes the same processes allocation – that means (in terms of
AGVS) the same AGVs allocations.
The considered rescheduling from
to
employing of switching
to
is distinguished by the green line in Fig. 2. Another illustration of such rescheduling provides the Gantt’s chart from Fig. 3.
Note that in the considered case the rescheduling does not disturb execution of
multimodal processes.

time [u.t.]

the cyclic steady states of multimodal processes

– the space of multimodal states

– the space of local states

the cyclic steady states of local processes

Legend:
- the k-th local state
- the transition

- the k-th multimodal state
- the transition

Fig. 2. The cyclic steady states spaces of SCCP from Fig. 1
,

resources

-the same allocations of

30

time units
states

Legend:

- the transition between cyclic steady states
- the routes of the multimodal processes, respectively:

Fig. 3. Gantt’s chart illustrating the way the cyclic steady state

,

,

- the k-th multimodal state

can be reachable from

.

4. Concluding remarks
Structural constraints limiting AGVS behavior imply two fundamental problems:
Does there exist a set of dispatching rules subject to AGVS’s structure constraints
guaranteeing solution to a CSP representation of the cyclic scheduling problem? What
set of dispatching rules subject to assumed cyclic behavior of AGVS guarantees solution to a CSP representation of the cyclic scheduling problem?
In terms of the second question the paper’s contribution is the property providing
sufficient condition guaranteeing local and multimodal cyclic processes rescheduling.
Therefore, the developed conditions can be treated as the new rules enlarging the
above mentioned set of dispatching rules. Moreover, the provided conditions complete
the rules enabling direct switching between cyclic behaviors [3], [4] for the new rules
allowing one to reschedule cyclic behaviors indirectly, i.e. through a set of so called
transient states (not belonging to rescheduled cyclic steady states).
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